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The weight of the suit was crushing. With 17.5 lbs of weight attached to each shoe and a weight belt of 84 pounds, the thought of attaching a brass breastplate and helmet seemed almost too much. And yet, in a few moments, the final fittings were attached and the heavy, almost medieval looking bonnet was lowered onto my head...another 56 pounds of spine-crippling weight! Suddenly, my head was enclosed in brass and I could immediately feel the heat and humidity start to fill around me. As my eyes peered out through the front viewport, I was conscious of the sweet, fresh air that I was quickly sucking in. In a few moments, the glass faceplate would be closed and screwed tight and my air supply would switch over to that provided by the chugging air compressor some 100 feet away. For now, I concentrated on the weight and also on whether my earlier concerns over claustrophobia would become a reality.

This was a Mark V dive suit, the same worn by Navy divers in the 1940s. My dive buddy and I were about to have a unique opportunity to dive in this fascinating relic of diving history. Sponsored by the Historical Diving Society, we were taking part in a historical dive rally at Brownstone Quarry in Middleton, Conn., where invited guests were given the chance to dive in one or more of the antique suits owned and maintained by this organization.

With the 190 pounds of gear now in place, this was no time for second thoughts! With a much-needed helping hand from two volunteer dive tenders, I lifted my body up off the staging bench and began a slow, clumsy march to the waters edge. There, I met the safety diver who continued to walk with me into the water, the murky fresh water squeezing the suit as each inch of material became submerged.

Suddenly, the phenomenon of water pressure took over and the back breaking weight of the suit lifted into a nearly perfectly buoyant situation. Now, it was time to pay attention to the air supply and the mechanics of working with the suit. The loud roar of the compressor-fed air flowing freely into the helmet was deafening and nearly drowned out any sounds coming from the surface through the communication link. By adjusting the hand wheel on the exhaust valve, located on the lower right side of the faceplate, the diver is able to regulate the amount of air pressure inside the dress to avoid a squeeze and to control buoyancy.

The valve has another important function; it guards against over-pressurization of the suit. This exhaust valve will open automatically if the inside pressure of the dress exceeds the outside water pressure by about 2 pounds per square inch. The exhaust valve has a manual control inside the helmet, a mushroom-shaped lever called the "chin button." By pushing this button with the chin, "a diver can rapidly purge air from the suit. This button may also be grasped with the lips and pulled inward to seal the valve closed, thus preventing air from escaping from the helmet...a maneuver that took only one try to learn.
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before feeling natural and comfortable. In addition, there was a metal valve outside the suit that, when turned by hand, would increase or decrease the amount of air coming into the suit.

“Don’t worry,” said one of the tenders prior to my submersion, “If the air supply cuts out, you have roughly seven minutes of air trapped in the suit.”

Great...

Conventional helmets have three ports or lights with channels to prevent the viewports from fogging up. Since we were using a four-light helmet this was a bit of a problem: two side viewports and the top viewport had air channels, but in order to clear the faceplate of moisture, a spicketcock valve was available. Located to the left of the faceplate, this small device allows a diver to suck in some water and spit it against the inside of the faceplate to clear it. The spicketcock could also be used to fine tune suit buoyancy.

Slowly, my weighted feet shuffled along the bottom, and I could feel the pressure of the water growing as the safety diver and I made our way deeper into the quarry. Thoughts of “Men of Honor” rushed into my head. Thoughts of Captain Nemo from Jules Verne’s “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea” filled my thoughts as well.

Before long, I felt the familiar tap on my shoulder of the safety diver signaling that it was time to go back. Despite the weight, the exertion of suitting up, the bulkiness of the suit and my clumsiness in using it, the time seemed so short! I wanted more!! Now, I was truly a hard-hat diver, something I had always wondered about and secretly desired to do.

The Historical Diving Equipment Society is devoted to the preservation of diving history and to providing educational experiences for the public on the equipment of diving. Operating in several countries, they have booths at many dive shows and periodically sponsor events such as the rally in Connecticut where the general public can actually experience the history and equipment of diving from days long passed.

The Mark V was one of several dive suits available at this rally. It was first employed by the Navy after being introduced by the U.S. Bureau of Construction & Repair in 1917. Largely unchanged over the years, the Mark V system was used for most salvage work during World War II and became the standard U.S. Navy Diving equipment. It was used through 1984, when it was finally replaced by the fiberglass Mark XII design. The unit we dove with on this dive was from the 1940s.

The Mark V helmet was manufactured by four different companies: Morse, Schrader, Desco and Miller Dunn. In an interesting piece of local history, some of the earliest field tests of the preliminary Mark V design were done aboard the USS Walke in the Long Island Sound prior to 1915.

Many of the design features on this type of suit are alien to divers accustomed to scuba gear: spicketcocks, viewports, faceplates, exhaust valves, chin buttons, banana exhaust, dumbbell locks, breastplates, brales, whips and air-control valves are just some of the devices and terminology that we quickly became educated on as we experienced this relic from the past. Our experience in the suit was a wonderful way to connect with the past and to learn about a type of diving that we could only previously dream about.

As the Historical Diving Society continues to honor its purpose by providing opportunities like these to the interested public and to its members, we are grateful for the chance to join in the fun...and we encourage you to do the same! Learn more at www.hds.org.

Michael Salvarezza and Christopher P. Weaver have documented a world of adventure topside and underwater through their Long Island, N.Y.-based business Eco-Photo Explorers. They are popular lecturers and their work has been published in leading diving and general interest magazines. Learn more at www.ecophotoexplorers.com.